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Title Comment score

1 Isolation bubble Strong colour combination like the water droplets would like to see the yellow fingers sharp in the foreground 13

2 Sail away Strong feeling of isolation sky and general format works well - it enhances the image 16

3 Waving off the last flight from Venice Strong graphic silhouette but for me I would like to see a bit of detail in the black areas the position on plane works well 15

4 The Grumps
Good feeling of isolation like the leading lines of the stairs taking you to the people  detail in the white VG people well positioned- 

the strong blue sky help the strength of the image 16

5 Quarantined in Norway
Very good feeling of isolation VG story line, like the lead-in line of the car track take you nicely into the image and the fence takes 

you to the building in the distance 20

6 Isolation

Very bold positioning of the person I may have considered a tighter crop find the light ground in the foreground a distraction 14

7 Together Apart A nice feeling of tranquil isolation soft tones create a good sense of mood strong story line 17

8 Social distance kiss for grandmother Yes this really captures the moment VG story line 17

9 Lost in thought Main subject well located in frame good feeling of loneliness in isolation not sure about the highlight around the figure 15

10 Stepped down Person well positioned in the frame like the colour combination red shirt grey stone work VG story line with the head coming down 

the stairs for me I would have cropped tighter to loose the sky as it distracts from the image strength 15

11 Open to Offers Good feeling of isolation in dereliction.  Find the the image a little unbalanced feel there is to much space on the right 15

12 Only Me Yes can feel the isolation foreground interest OK good feeling of depth to the image but just feels a bit flat 14

13 Tired of my own company Yes very well thought out good idea well executed bit of out of the box thinking 18

14 Two in the sun Yes a bold image quite like the location of the two Daffs  high lights in the yellow a bit strong high lights in leaves add strength but 

find the highlight above the back daff a bit distracting 15

15 Skimming the waves Yes good sense of isolation.  Bird may be a tad small but, I like the capture of the sea movement 16

16 Where have they all gone Good depth to the image just feel the person is a bit lost in the background 15

17 Sycamore Flower Not sure I can see isolation in this image  but well exposed shadow detail ok and background not to distracting 14

18 Eye in the Sky Yes a nice graphic and pattern image giving a good feeling of isolation like the strong side light giving a good shadow 17

19 Boot Sale

Nice story line with the old shoes but feel its a bit of a jumble and being more selective may have produce a stronger image 14

20 Moorland sky Great sky with a good scene of drama - tree well located in the image & strong sense of isolation 17

21 Coping Strategy Good exposure, cork positioned well in the frame offering a good reflection  14

22 Social distancing before lockdown Nicely seen image - good story line just find the chap in the background a bit close to the edge 15

23 Shadow of a man Yes a different point of view expressed here but feel the background for me does not imply a good sense of isolation 14

24 Briar edge oak Very simple but strong image.  Less is more for me - a bold tree location adds to the sense of isolation 19

25 Path to isolation Yes good idea with a bit of humour.  I find the tree in the background a bit distracting 14

26 Ragleth walk Yes great dramatic sky strong image - I find the person a bit too small 16

27 A drop in the ocean Yes the clue is in the title.  Good idea in linking the title to the image - the colours all work well 15

28 Escape from lockdown, or his wife? Nice feeling of being isolated but the image quality just a bit flat 13

29 Isolating on Harris Good strong sky good colour combination in the sand and the person well located in the frame 16

30 Plough the fields and scatter Nice graphic image but needs another element to give a sense of isolation 14


